Milk fatty acid (MFA) profiles have been suggested as proxy to estimate CH4 emission were omitted, because these can interfere with the quantification of other major milk 148 components (Capuano et al., 2014). The selected wavenumbers were pre-processed by applying 149 the Savitzky-Golay (Savitzky and Golay,1964), first derivative with polynomial order 2 and 150 window width 7, and subsequently mean centered. 151 Model evaluation. All CH4 prediction models, GC-determined MFA-based and FTIR-152 based, were evaluated using 2 methods. Firstly, the mean square error of prediction (MSEP), ability, between 0.61 and 0.80 indicates substantial predictive ability, and between 0.81 and 172 1.00 indicates accurate predictive ability (Altman, 1997) . Furthermore, the predictive power of 173 the calibration was evaluated through the ratio of performance to deviation (RPD) statistic, 174 which is the ratio of the standard deviation of the original data to the standard error of cross 
RESULTS

197
The descriptive statistics of animal performance, dietary characteristics, CH4 emission,
198
and GC-determined MFA concentrations are presented in Table 2 . The GC-determined MFA-199 based CH4 production, yield, and intensity prediction models are shown in Table 3 . In the final 200 models, considering the odd-and branched-chain fatty acids (OBCFA), CH4 production was 201 positively associated with C15:0 (P = 0.002), CH4 yield was positively associated with iso 202 C15:0 and C17:0 (P < 0.003), but negatively associated with anteiso C15:0 (P < 0.001), and 203 CH4 intensity was positively associated with both iso C15:0 and iso C17:0 (P < 0.001). The 204 relation between CH4 emissions and the C18:1, C18:2, C18:3 isomers was generally negative 205 (P < 0.010), with the exception of the positive association between CH4 production and C18:2n-206 6 (P = 0.005). Additionally, CH4 production was negatively associated with C24:0 (P = 0.007) 207 and positively associated with C20:4n-3 (P = 0.002), and CH4 intensity was positively 208 associated with C22:5n-3 (P < 0.001). The FTIR-based CH4 prediction models are based on the 209 regression between the wavenumbers and CH4 production, yield, or intensity, as illustrated in as the correlated wavenumbers differed between the different units of CH4 emission (i.e., 214 production, yield, and intensity; Figure 1 ).
215
The evaluation results (i.e., R 2 , RMSEP, and CCC analysis) of the GC-determined MFA-216 based and FTIR-based CH4 prediction models are shown in shift was greater for FTIR-based prediction models ( ranged from 1.33 to 2.00) than for GC-234 determined MFA-based prediction models ( ranged from 1.26 to 1.55).
235
The RPD statistic, that relates the standard error of prediction to the standard deviation of 236 the original reference data, was smaller than 1.58 for the GC-determined MFA-based CH4 237 prediction models and smaller than 1.39 for the FTIR-based CH4 prediction models (Table 4) , 238 suggesting unsatisfactory prediction ability. The Pearson correlations between GC-determined 239 MFA predicted and FTIR predicted CH4 production, CH4 yield, and CH4 intensity were 0.62 240 (P < 0.001), 0.51 (P < 0.001), and 0.69 (P < 0.001), respectively (Figure 4 ).
241
The results of the internal cross validation of all GC-determined MFA-based and FTIR-242 based CH4 prediction models are also shown in indicate that the GC-determined MFA-based prediction models had a higher prediction 256 potential than the FTIR-based models and described a larger amount of the observed variation 257 in CH4 emission. MFA are important in terms of CH4 prediction.
279
In general, the prediction potential of the GC-determined MFA-based CH4 prediction 280 models appears to be moderate to substantial, with the CCC ranging from 0.40 to 0.77. The 
298
Moreover, it should be noted that previous analyses were often based on data of cattle fed lipid 299 supplements or feed additives, whereas in the present study dietary contrasts included variation 300 in forage to concentrate ratio, type of forage, and forage quality only.
301
The difference between R 2 and R 2 CV for the GC-determined MFA-based CH4 prediction 302 models was small (0.07 for CH4 production, 0.02 for CH4 yield, and 0.01 for CH4 intensity;
303 Table 4 ). These small differences indicate that all GC-determined MFA-based CH4 prediction 304 models are robust in terms of CH4 prediction. The GC-determined MFA-based CH4 prediction 305 models were also assessed for robustness in terms of composition of the prediction models. All 306 4 GC-determined MFA that were part of the overall prediction model for CH4 intensity (Table   307 3) were also selected in the prediction models developed in the 10-fold cross validation (results 308 not shown). Three of the 4 GC-determined MFA were included in all 10 models (i.e., iso C15:0, 309 iso C17:0, and C18:1 trans-15 + C18:1 cis-11), which shows the robustness of the GC- MFA-based CH4 production prediction model were not selected in any of the 10 models of the 319 cross validation (i.e., C18:1 trans-10, C18:2n-6, and C20:4n-3). This illustrates that the GC-320 determined MFA-based prediction model for CH4 production in particular is less robust in 321 comparison to the GC-determined MFA-based prediction model for CH4 intensity and CH4 322 yield.
323 324 FTIR-based CH4 prediction models 325 In general, the prediction potential of the FTIR-based CH4 prediction models appears to 326 be moderate to substantial, with the CCC ranging from 0.40 to 0.72 and the R 2 ranging from content (r = 0.12, P = 0.066), whereas no significant correlations were observed for CH4 344 production. However, as expected from the similarity in FTIR spectra bands, FTIR predicted 345 CH4 emissions were more strongly related to milk protein content (r = 0.11, P = 0.096 for CH4 346 production; r = 0.32, P < 0.001 for CH4 yield; r = 0.64, P < 0.001 for CH4 intensity) and to milk 347 fat content (r = -0.11, P = 0.094 for CH4 production; r = 0.37, P < 0.001 for CH4 yield; r = 0.13, 348 P = 0.053 for CH4 intensity).
349
The differences between R 2 and R 2 CV for the milk FTIR-based CH4 prediction models 350 were 0.06 for CH4 production, 0.06 for CH4 yield, and 0.07 for CH4 intensity (Table 4 ). For observed and predicted CH4 production, which is also higher than that in the present study.
365
However, the previous studies developed FTIR-based CH4 prediction models using multiple 396 For all CH4 emission units, but particularly for CH4 production and CH4 yield, GC-397 determined MFA-based prediction models had a higher prediction potential than the FTIR-398 based models. This is evident by the lower RMSEP values and higher R 2 and CCC values. The
Comparison of GC-determined MFA-based and FTIR-based CH4 prediction models
399
higher CCC values are caused by the higher accuracy (Cb) and, in particular, higher precision 400 (r) of the GC-determined MFA-based CH4 prediction models ( , 2012) . This is also illustrated by the somewhat stronger 415 correlation between GC-determined MFA predicted CH4 intensity and FTIR predicted CH4 416 intensity (r = 0.69), compared with the correlation between both methods for CH4 production 417 (r = 0.62) and CH4 yield (r = 0.51).
418
All CH4 prediction models, both GC-determined MFA-based and FTIR-based, had a scale 419 shift which was different from 1 ( > 1.26). This indicates that there is a change in standard 420 deviation between predicted and observed CH4 values for all CH4 prediction models, which is 421 also visualized in Figures 2 and 3 for GC-determined MFA-based and FTIR-based models, 422 respectively. The variation in predicted CH4 values was clearly smaller than that in observed 423 CH4 values for all CH4 prediction models. However, the scale shift was greater for all the FTIR-424 based CH4 prediction models ( ranges from 1.33 to 2.00) than for the GC-determined MFA-425 based CH4 prediction models ( ranges from 1.26 to 1.55), which indicates that GC-determined 426 MFA-based CH4 prediction models have the ability to describe more of the observed variation 427 in CH4 emissions compared with FTIR-based prediction models.
428
The RPD values from the present study are lower than the RPD values reported by 
435
Indeed, the coefficient of variation (SD relative to mean) is highest for CH4 intensity (17.9%) 436 and the models for CH4 intensity had relatively the best RPD. The lowest coefficient of variation 437 is for CH4 yield (9.3%) and the models for CH4 yield had the smallest RPD values. Moreover, 438 although the respiration chamber method is generally considered to be the golden standard for × milk yield (kg/d) (CVB, 2012).
2 Dry matter intake (kg/d).
3 C18:1 cis-9 represents the sum of C18:1 cis-9 and C18:1 trans-12, as these 2 FA could not be separated in the analysis. The portion of C18:1 trans-12 is considered to be negligible, as this FA is always present in small amounts. RMSEP % (6) CCC (7) r (8) Cb (9) v (10) µ (11) RPD (12) (1) Milk fatty acids in g/100 g fatty acids determined with gas chromatography.
711
(2) Fourier-transform infrared spectra.
(3) Dry matter intake (kg/d) 2 Milk fatty acids in g/100 g fatty acids determined with gas chromatography.
3 Fourier-transform infrared spectra. wavenumbers (cm -1 ). The slope of residuals regressed on predicted values did not differ significantly from zero. The different symbols identify the 729 9 individual experiments described in Table 1 . predicted with milk fatty acid profiles determined with gas chromatography and predicted with milk Fourier-transform infrared spectra. The 734 different symbols identify the 9 individual experiments described in Table 1. 
